Absence seizures and the frontal lobe.
There is no doubt that the frontal lobe plays a major role in the 3/sec spike-wave absence seizure. It is pointed out initially that the controversies of cortical vs. thalamic origin of the spike-waves and the associated absence can be laid at rest as far as human absence seizures and human primary generalized epilepsy (PGE) are concerned: their origin is cortical with maximal frontal lobe involvement. Experimentally-induced spike-wave bursts or spontaneous spike-waves in animals pertain to other forms of epileptic seizure disorder. The frontal maximum of the 3/sec spike-wave pattern indeed indicates maximal frontal lobe involvement including both prefrontal and frontomotor portions. The absence as such is presumed to be a suspension of the working memory--an eminently frontal lobe function. This explains the immediate restoration of ictally-impaired neurocognitive functions right at the termination of the seizures. This concept can be applied not only to the classical absence occurring in PGE but also to the rare cases of secondary bilateral synchrony with a primary frontal epileptogenic focus leading to true (though very slightly different) absences.